ALUMNUS WEDS ROYALTY

On February 10, 1958, in Saigon, South Vietnam, Ame Ngo Ho, daughter of a man in the vault.

Mile Stuff, manager for year book publications for the Great Falls Tribune. Mr. Stuff was stated to be possible to have the yearbook on campus by mid-May.

Bilyeu Receives Scholarship

Prvy W. Bilyeu, a freshman student at Montana School of Mines, has been awarded $100 scholarship by the Cobb Foundation of Great Falls.

GEOLGISTS WILL SOON COMPLETE VERTICAL SEISMOGRAPHS

An inductive geology instructor, Willard (Willy) Cox has started production of seismographs.

Although the seismographs here and in the building's, they record the movements of the earth. The seismographs were installed in 1950, and in January 1958, they were installed in 1936, Dr. George Shue, now Montana School of Mines, the bride was unable to attend.

SENIORS TAKE MINE RESCUE

The course in mining rescue was a mine rescue, primarily for students of the University of Montana. The students, with the operation of self-contained oxygen breathing apparatus, were required to sign a certificate of recognition given by the Bureau of Mines as proof of their ability to operate the apparatus.

The mine rescue apparatus, as known, is sometimes called, in the oldest device enabling men to live and work in air polluted by asphyxial gases. It also protects against poisonous mine gases and atmospheres containing little or no oxygen.

The students received their instruction at the Travacuse Rescue Station. Besides the operation they also received a certificate from the Bureau of Mines as proof of their ability to operate the apparatus.
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"Candido" Played To MSU Audience

Bernard Shaw's "Candido," which was presented here by the Montana State University Masquers, March 24, is the new anti-Spanish play which the Masquers have chosen for their annual spring show.

Shaw, who died in 1950, is being remembered and played with so much success as to encourage young Commies to want congeniality in world affairs. Conceivably they put off issues until they can directly control them at twenty-one years of age. Perhaps this explains why an effort to begin a Young Republicans Club here had a muffled end. Strangely enough political organizations on foreign campuses are mutually successful. They are so successful as to encourage young Commies to want congeniality in world affairs.

John Templin, "You name it, and I'm going home up on some hometown homework." (not very adventurous, a chemise?)

Suzanne Dunlap, "Sleep." (What vacation?)

Jacquie Hall, "I'm going home for a rest." (not very adventurous, a chemise?)

Duane McCrorie, "I'm going home to Colby, Wyoming, and any other plans will depend on operation Elsewhere."
WHAT PRICE GLORY?

Professional actors are now among the students at the Montana School of Mines. Wednesday, March 5, Grandpa was on hand. John Templin participated in the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, performed in front of the Civic Center. When interviewing these boys, your reporter found that before this momentous night they had had more important things to worry about—now they are sure of it.

Eight local boys were picked as extras for the last act of Scheherazade. Now they are sure of it.

"I didn't know, but we participated in the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo," said Templin. "I saw the students at the Montana School of Mines-

"What happened from then on is best described in the words of one person—J. Templin."
Spring Intramural Sports Announced

With the closing of the Intramural basketball season, which proved the Goofs Athletic Director Ed Simonich has issued a call for soccer and volleyball teams. Soccer has been a popular Irish sport in Butte for the past thirty years.

In addition Mr. Simonich has set up the most extensive Intramural program in the history of the school. Other Intramural sports besides volleyball and soccer, include table tennis with 17 Mines students entered, and the handball tournament in its semifinal rounds.


Boys in the semifinal in the handball rac are Leo Belanger who will play Lloyd Smith and George Blum for your sex or residence (I wonder), on the geological maps us--of just pulling through. field prior to the 20th century and to writing of your name. There are some exclusive tips on how to pull a clamored-for report. Here to for your reading material.
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